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Killing patients in the ICU became a thrill for Dale, RN until his equally prolific murdering mother, Isabel,
 started feeling threatened by his new girlfriend while working in the same hospital. Will mothers love trump
the new love in his life? Dale, a young male Registered Nurse accidentally kills a patient in the Intensive
Care Unit. When he suffers no consequence he soon finds that he is falling in love with killing patients. As
his confidence develops he begins to develop a relationship with the new Respiratory Therapist on the unit.
His mother, Isabel feels threatened with losing her boy and Dale finds he must now contend with the equally
prolific killing abilities of his over protective mother who works right alongside him. taRNished is a medical
thriller that takes you on a journey of innocence, murder, sex, and domination which invokes the question
in the readers mind while being entertained, “how do I get out of the hospital alive?”  Author Willie
Stewart is a critical care Registered Nurse with 13 plus years of nursing experience who believes that an
overburdened, understaffed nursing work force will lend itself to more and more abuses with the advent of
Obamacare which is adding tens of millions more patients into the healthcare system. The subject matter of
the medical thriller taRNished is timely and will be for the next few years for the following reasons:

The Registered Nurse work force is aging out with average age 45●

There is a prolonged nursing shortage and there are not enough nursing instructors●

The baby boomers are all retiring and getting older and entering the hospital in more critical condition●

OBAMACARE will add an additional 22 million newly insured people to an already overburdened●

healthcare system
If the debate over pathway to citizenship is successful, 11 million more undocumented workers will be●

adding to this burden on the fragile American healthcare system

Real killers like healthcare villain Kermit Gosnell MD, serial killer Charles Cullen RN, and more have
thrived in the previous system. People like them and Dale, RN from the blockbuster novel taRNished will
find it much easier to thrive in the coming years.
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From reader reviews:

Nancy Martindale:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information currently can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
any time those information which is inside the former life are hard to be find than now is taking seriously
which one is appropriate to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you have the
unstable resource then you have it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen inside you if you take taRNished as your daily resource information.

Michael Canton:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind skill or
thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book in comparison
with can satisfy your short period of time to read it because this all time you only find publication that need
more time to be read. taRNished can be your answer as it can be read by you who have those short free time
problems.

Jeffrey Cooks:

A lot of book has printed but it is different. You can get it by internet on social media. You can choose the
most beneficial book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is known as of book
taRNished. Contain your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it could possibly add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about e-book. It
can bring you from one destination for a other place.

Judy Yelle:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got students? We believe that that problem was
given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And you also
know that little person just like reading or as reading through become their hobby. You must know that
reading is very important and also book as to be the point. Book is important thing to include you
knowledge, except your personal teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update concerning something by
book. Different categories of books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is actually
taRNished.
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